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Each time a serious disaster occurs, there are calls for better disaster prevention education in and
around the stricken area, and such education is actually implemented. However, it is not extended to
other parts of the nation. Although disaster prevention education really is needed across Japan, it tends
to be implemented only in the directly affected locality of a catastrophic disaster. Moreover, even in
affected areas, when 10 to 20 years have elapsed from a major event, with a decline in the number of
survivors, there is less motivation to pass experiences and learning on to the next generation, despite
the potential for such disasters to recur, tens or hundreds of years into the future. It is not easy to
maintain conversations about disaster experiences through several generations. Consequently, effective
disaster prevention education is provided only in the region stricken by a particular event, and it is
practiced only for up to 20 years following the last disaster. As a result, provision of disaster prevention
education has become less effective in many areas of Japan. This session focuses on the following two
questions: (1) What kind of disaster prevention education can be practiced continuously nationwide? (2)
How can such disaster prevention education be implemented in schools and educational sessions? We
encourage anyone who wishes to help develop new disaster prevention education based on awareness of
these issues to make a presentation in this session. Participation is not restricted to geoscientists; any
person or group engaged in any domain of disaster prevention is welcome to submit a paper.
 

 

The hazard prediction models made by the students&#x27;
analyzing sedimentation and building cracks.

*Ryo S Nakamura1, Naoki Araya2 (1.Miyagi Rifu high school, 2.Department of Earth Science, Graduate
School of Science, Tohoku University)
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My working school is located in just above active fault Nagamachi-Rifu. This fault activities are
measured several times in past 50 thousand years, but the most are unknown except quake intensity
prediction. Our school activities in last year has searched boring core analyzes (depth less than 20m),
most layer has been observed sand-volcanic ash sediments.  
 
 
 
Our activities has been continued as follows, 
 
 (1) Analyzing volcanic ash layers 
 
 3 volcanic terms are found. And the other hand, it was not able to find the origin. 
 
 (2) Constructing quake model 
 
 Volcanic ash layer(s) make soil ground base stronger against quake, students made fundamental
mechanic models about this situation. 
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 (3) Searching building crack 
 
 In order to mention stress from the ground, it is obviously appeared on the concrete walls in the
buildings. Our location is on the boundaries between ocean plate and continental plate, typical
direction(s) has been found.


